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Business Process Optimization (BPO)

Business process optimization is considered as the problem of constructing feasible business process 

designs with optimum attribute values such as duration and cost.



Why Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization?

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) mimic nature’s evolutionary principles to guide the optimization process 

towards discovering optimal solutions by iteratively growing or developing a population of solutions.

Characteristics of EAs:

 A population of solution is found instead of a single solution. This enables them to identify a number of optimal solutions in 

the final population

 The lack of preference towards a specific optimization objective gives them the capability of providing a wide range of 

optimal solutions that each of them reflects a different trade-off among the optimization objectives

Benefits for BPO:

 Business process designs that would otherwise be overlooked by a human designer can be discovered

 Evolving a solution over the generations can transform an infeasible process design to a feasible one

 Based on specific objectives, the fittest process design can be determined by evaluating a significant number of alternative 

designs based on the same process



Previous approaches

Algorithmical approaches to business process design, Hofacker I. and Vetschera R. (2001)

 The first who applied EAs to BPO problems

 The most coprehensive assumptions for the feasibility of a business process design

 Very weak performance because the feasibility couldn’t be maintained in a tightly constrained problem

Business Process Optimisation using an Evolutionary Multi-Objective Framework, Vergidis K. (2008)

 The first who introduced an optimization framework for BPO problems, BPOF

 Employed the most state-of-the-art Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization Algorithms (EMOAs)

 Introduced PCA, the process composition algorithm for maintaining and preserving the feasibility during optimization

 Introduced the Degree of Infeasibility (DoI) for measuring the extent to which a process design is infeasible

 Satisfactory results for problems coming from the Service Industry



Aim & Objectives

Aim

The aim of this thesis is the improvement and the extension of previous approaches for Evolutionary 

Multi-objective Business Process Optimization (EMBPO).

Objectives

 Studying and understanding the previous approaches for BPO

 Reviewing the results of BPOF reported by Vergidis

 Improving, developing and extending BPOF on the same principles using Python

 Introducing a pre-processing stage for BPO problems

 Proposing a novel design composition algorithm for business processes, PCA-II

 Validation and testing of the proposed framework



Deliverables

The outcome of this research is a revised and improved version of BPOF , the extended business 

process optimization framework (eBPOF). 

Features of eBPOF

 A pre-processing technique for enhancing the efficiency of the employed EMOAs

 PCA-II, a new process composition algorithm which is suitable for real-world complex problems

 Ease of use

 More efficient I/O

 Better interactivity

 Easy maintenance



Pre-processing technique

This technique aims for increasing the ability of eBPOF to find the optimized design alternatives by 

removing the tasks that would never be part of such a design.

Necessity

 The efficiency of EMOAs and the quality of the produced results highly depend on the size of the examined problem

 Business processes can have too many available alternatives for the participant tasks and these in turn can involve many 

different resources as requirements or as products of their utilization

 The wrong configuration should be easily distinguished from the complex or infeasible problem, especially in cases where 

eBPOF is used as a business process mining tool

Scope

 Clearing the problem dataset out of tasks that will never be part of the best solution or tasks whose features don’t comply 

with the problem constraints

 Checking if there are tasks in the library that can meet the process requirements e.g. process inputs and outputs



Pre-processing sub-processes

Check Global Inputs & Outputs

 Tasks that their set of input resources is a superset of the set of the process output resources must be removed.

 Tasks that their set of output resources is a subset of the set of the process input resources must be removed



Pre-processing sub-processes

Check Task Inputs

 Tasks that require an input resource which is not produced by any other task or the set of process input resources must be 

removed

The sub-process is repeated until no more valid tasks 

become invalid. 

If a valid task becomes invalid, there may be some other 

formerly valid tasks, whose some of their input resources 

could only be obtained by the output resources of that 

currently invalid task, thus these must become invalid too.



Pre-processing sub-processes

Check Task Outputs

 Tasks that none of their output resources is required as input by another other task or the set of the process output resources 

must be removed

The sub-process is repeated until no more valid tasks 

become invalid. 

If a valid task becomes invalid, there may be some other 

formerly valid tasks, whose all their output resources could 

only be given to satisfy the input resources of that 

currently invalid task, thus these must become invalid too.



Pre-processing sub-processes

Check Categories

 Tasks that have the same input and output resources so that they can be classified, and are dominated by other tasks of the 

same classification according to their attribute values and the kind of the examined problem must be removed



Pre-processing sub-processes

Check Global Availability

 Examine whether the problem specification is valid for the given dataset or not

1. At least one of the process input resources must be 

utilized during the process by the participating tasks

2. All process output resources must be produced during 

the process by the participating tasks



Pre-processing algorithm

 At the beginning, all the tasks in library are considered as valid

 Each sub-process operation is performed only on the remaining 

valid tasks of the library of tasks

 At the end, a Boolean variable is returned to signify whether the 

main optimization operation should be performed or not

The sub-processes “Check Task Inputs” and/or “Check Task Outputs”

are repeated until no more valid tasks become invalid.

If valid tasks become invalid by “Check Task Inputs” and/or “Check 

Task Outputs”, there may be some other formerly valid tasks, whose 

all their output resources could only be given to satisfy the input 

resources of currently invalid tasks and/or some of their input 

resources could only be obtained by the output resources of 

currently invalid tasks and thus, these must become invalid too.



Process Composition 

The process composition is the step where the 
quantitative representation of a business process is 
transformed to the visual one.

PCA attempts to compose a feasible process diagram 
for every solution in the population using its 
quantitative representation and considering the process 
requirements.

PCA is also responsible for the assessment of every 
solution in the population in terms of examining 
whether the produced process design for that solution 
is feasible according to the problem specification or not, 
and properly updating its attributes values that will be 
used in the evolution of the population afterwards.



Need for PCA-II

Low quality results of BPOF with pre-processing

 The pareto front of the solutions wasn’t even the same with that 

without pre-processing, but it was always worse in all runs 

conducted

 For the problem “Scenario B: Sales forecasting”, BPOF was 

unable to find a whole island of solutions

Islands of solutions

Without pre-processing

With pre-processing



Need for PCA-II

Weakness of PCA

PCA cannot meet the requirements of a generic real life business process design regarding 

feasibility.

Assumptions of PCA regarding feasibility

1. All process input resources are utilized by one or more tasks participating in the process design

2. All process output resources are produced by one or more tasks participating in the process design

3. Each task in the design is connected either with the process inputs, the process outputs or another task in the design

The third constraint is too loose and can ensure the feasibility of processes whose tasks require 

only one input resource, but generally the participating tasks in a process design may need more 

than one input resources to be executed.



Need for PCA-II



PCA-II

Assumptions of PCA-II regarding feasibility

1. All process output resources are produced by one or more participating 

tasks in the design

2. All input resources of the participating tasks in the process design are 

satisfied either by the output resources of their preceding tasks in the 

design or by the process input resources

3. All participating tasks in the process design provide at least one of their 

output resources for satisfying a process output resource or an input 

resource of a succeeding task in the design

These rules are rather well-rounded to capture the needs of a 

wide range of business process domains



Composition approach of PCA-II



Business process representation of PCA

 PCA assesses the feasibility of the solutions in the population in a way that at the end, the population will contain the 

alternative most optimized process designs for the process requirements.

 Every solution in the population starts with the maximum numbers of tasks that a solution can have

 Afterwards, through generations, PCA modifies the solutions by adding or removing tasks

 Finally, every feasible solution contains only the participating tasks



Business process representation of PCA-II

 Every solution in the population is considered as a container of tasks and PCA-II makes attempts to compose a feasible 

process design using some of those tasks

 The assessment of the containers involves the ability of PCA-II to compose a feasible process design with their tasks and 

the attribute values of those tasks

 At the end, the population must contain the most promising containers for composing a feasible optimized process 

design and this is the aim of the evaluation performed in the new algorithm

 At the whole optimization phase, all containers in the population, have the same predefined number of tasks and no 

change is performed to the tasks of a container except for the genetic operators, crossover and mutation



Business process representation of PCA-II

 PCA-II examines every container in the population whether it contains a feasible process design or not

 In both cases, after the composition attempts, a list with the best partially connected tasks in the design and the graph 

of this design will be used for the assessment of the examined container

 In case of process feasibility, the graph corresponds to the first feasible process design composed by the algorithm and 

the list contains all participating tasks

 Otherwise, the graph corresponds to the best possible elaboration of the design with the tasks in the container before 

one of those tasks cannot be satisfied for one of its input resources and the list contains the participating tasks in that 

design



Business process representation of PCA-II

 The tasks in the list are added in the same order which are attached to the graph during the composition attempt

 This list and the graph for a feasible design are added in “Hall of Fame” where all feasible designs found in the execution 

of eBPOF , are stored

 The order which the tasks are presented in the container, matters; the searching for a task in the container that satisfies 

the examined input resource, is always performed from left to right

PCA-II ensures that:

1. Given a container of tasks, it will always construct the same “most feasible” design during its composition attempts

2. The results of eBPOF execution can be reviewed. The process composition of the tasks of the list-container 

accompanying a feasible solution leads to the same process design produced by eBPOF



Business process representation of PCA-II



Business process representation of PCA-II



Business process representation of PCA-II



Problem Formulation in eBPOF

Parameter Description Parameter Description

n Number of tasks in the library N Set of the n tasks

nd Number of tasks in the design Nd Set of the nd tasks

nc Number of tasks in the container Nc Set of the nc tasks

nmin Minimum number of tasks in the design nmax Maximum number of tasks in the design

r Number of available resources DoI Degree of Infeasibility

rin Number of process input resources Rin The set of process input resources

rout Number of process output resources Rout The set of process output resources

tin
i Number of input resources of task i Tin

i Set of input resources of task i

tout
i Number of output resources of task i Tout

i Set of output resources of task i

p Number of task/process attributes
TAi Attribute values of task i

PA Process attribute values

c Number of container attribute values CA Container attribute values

For a business process design with a set of nd tasks 

and p process attributes:

Minimize/maximize PAi, i ∈ {1, 2, …, p}

Subject to:

1. DoI = 0

2. n ≥ nmax ≥ nd ≥ nmin ≥ 0

3. n ≥ nc ≥ 0

4. r ≥ rin, rout, tini, touti > 0, i ∈ {1, 2, …, nd}

5. p ≥ 2

6. c = p + 1

𝑃𝐴𝑗 = 

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑑

𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝐶𝐴𝑗 = 

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑐

𝑇𝐴𝑖𝑗



Inputs of eBPOF

The user is responsible to provide a configuration file to the framework with the problem 

requirements and a csv file with the library of tasks for the examined problem.



Inputs of eBPOF

EMOAs employed in eBPOF: NSGA2, SPEA2 and DCD. 

Each of them has distinctive features that enhance the optimization process. 

For the selected EMOA, the user is responsible to provide a configuration file with a set of 

parameters that control the optimization operation.



Outputs of eBPOF

The proposed optimization framework generates 

a series of optimized business process designs 

using the inputs in conjunction with one of the 

evolutionary algorithms.

The outcome of the framework is a data structure 

called “Hall of Fame” which contains all feasible 

business process designs found during the 

execution of eBPOF. 

From those designs, their pareto front is 

produced which comprises the optimized process 

designs found by eBPOF.



Main steps of eBPOF



Genetic Operators in eBPOF

Crossover Mutation



Testing Scenarios

Vergidis has developed three scenarios for the validation testing of BPOF by capturing the context of three different business 

processes of the service industry and creating the corresponding libraries of tasks by gathering relevant sub-services.

All scenarios are considered as bi-objective optimization problems and their problem type involves the minimization of the 

first objective and the maximization of the second one. 

The first objective is the Service Delivery Price, (SDP), which specifies the amount of money that the service customer must 

pay to use the service. 

The second objective is the Service Fulfilment Target, (SFT), which specifies the service provider’s promise of effective and

seamless delivery of the defined benefits to any authorized service customer requesting the service within the defined 

service times. It is expressed as the promised maximum number of successful individual service deliveries considering the 

total number of individual service deliveries.



Configuration of Scenarios and EMOAs 

Each of the employed EMOAs has the same configuration for each scenario examined



Scenario A

Online order placement is an automated business process

(1)

Customer

login

(4)

Package 

tracking

(2)

Secure on-line 

payment

(3)

Payment validation

(5)

Web analytics

process

INPUT(S)

process

OUTPUT(S)

(a)

Customer 

ID + password

(b)

Order details

(a)

Payment

confirmation

(c)

Website 

tracking 

request

(b)

Order tracking 

status

(c)

Website

statistics



Pre-processing of Scenario A

Only 16 tasks have been left out of 29

Decrease of the library size of 45%



Validation testing of eBPOF with Scenario A



Scenario B

Sales forecasting

(1)

Retrieve business 

financial information

(2)

Update on 

market news

(3)

Create sales forecast

(4)

Generate graph(s)

(5)

Obtain Results

process

INPUT(S)

process

OUTPUT(S)

(a)

Company name

(b)

Market update 

request
(a)

Results

report



Pre-processing of Scenario B

Only 14 tasks have been left out of 20

Decrease of the library size of 30%



Validation testing of eBPOF with Scenario B



Scenario C

Fraud investigation



Pre-processing of Scenario C

Only 10 tasks are still valid out of 31

Decrease of the library size of 68%



Validation testing of eBPOF with Scenario C



Any questions?

Thank you for attention!


